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Objectives

• Create a SDR Pentesting tool that
focuses on IoT devices

• Create an extensible and
open-source tool that benefits the
security community

Functionality

Device Enumeration: Snout can
passively monitor wireless
communication and enumerate
devices, or actively query devices
for information.

Vulnerability Assessment: Different
vulnerabilities can be detected by
listening to ongoing
communication (passively) or by
triggering vulnerable processes
(actively). Snout can also find
specific vendor, OS, and protocol
versions.

Advanced Packet Replay: Snout can
replay received packets as-is or
with specific modifications, such as
dynamic sequence number
increments or other packet
modifications, making it a useful
tool for replay vulnerability
detection.

Packet Fuzzing: Snout allows the user
to configure smart fuzzing on both
the preamble and the body of
packets, enabling a large range of
use cases around physical layer
fuzzing.

Contributions

• An open-source IoT pen-testing tool
(Snout) capable of communicating
with a variety of non-IP based
wireless devices.

• A collection of open-source software
architecture that enables Snout.

• Device enumeration capabilities of
Snout for two major wireless IoT
protocols (Bluetooth LE and Zigbee)
that can be used both interactively
and through automated tasks.

• Passive and active detection of a
recent Zigbee vulnerability.

Snout Setup
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+--------------+-----------+----+-------+-------------+-------+-----------------------------+---------------------------------------------+

|     MAC      | Last Seen | #  |   Up  |    Vendor   | Model |              OS             |                     Info                    |

+--------------+-----------+----+-------+-------------+-------+-----------------------------+---------------------------------------------+

| 30e6fa267605 |  just now | 8  | 00�09 | Apple, Inc. |   -   |              -              |                      -                      |

| 78abe20a63e9 |  just now | 3  | 00�07 | Apple, Inc. |   -   |            iOS 12           |           just now: Locked Screen           |

| 44f139e16278 |  just now | 6  | 00�08 | Apple, Inc. |   -   |            iOS 12           |           just now: Locked Screen           |

| 600d9922792c |  just now | 11 | 00�09 | Apple, Inc. |   -   |            iOS 12           |          just now: Transition Phase         |

| 4cbad3c577ef |  just now | 17 | 00�08 | Apple, Inc. |   -   |            iOS 12           |          just now: Transition Phase         |

| 2be74370e14d |  just now | 28 | 00�08 |  Microsoft  |   -   | Windows 10 �� v10.0.10240.0 |                      -                      |

| 66ec8c40c784 |  just now | 8  | 00�06 | Apple, Inc. |   -   |            iOS 12           |            just now: Active User            |

|  8198433681  |  just now | 1  | 00�00 |      -      |   -   |              -              |                      -                      |

| 64baa4c686f4 |  just now | 1  | 00�00 | Apple, Inc. |   -   |            iOS 11           | just now: Locked Screen, Inform Apple Watch |

+--------------+-----------+----+-------+-------------+-------+-----------------------------+---------------------------------------------+

+-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|   Log Type  |                                Value                                 |

+-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|  File Dump: | /home/jkbecker/.local/share/Snout/outputs/btle_2019-10-18.17�56�38.b |

| Total Time: |                            0�00�10.200600                            |

+-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

Enter the following command to replicate this test:

snout btle scan ��channels 37 ��timeout 10

HostSnout

Figure 1:Snout makes use of SDR hardware to passively or actively interact with IoT devices.

Usage

Usage: snout [OPTIONS] [[zwave|zigbee|wifi|btle]] COMMAND [ARGS]���

 Welcome to Snout!

 This application is designed to provide a powerful and accessible scanning tool for IoT devices with the
 use of Software Defined Radios.

Options:
 �auto, ��automatic TEXT  List of commands to automatically enter. The program generates this
 �c, ��channels TEXT      Specify the channels. Int (11), inclusive range (11�26), list ([11,12,13]), or
                          all (all)
 �d, ��display            Display the results interactively in the terminal after the scan
 �h, ��hardware TEXT      Choose a specific hardware to use. This is useful if several SDRs are plugged in
 �f, ��filename TEXT      Filename to dump the ouptut to. If not given, a timestamped file in
                          /home/jkbecker/.local/share/Snout/outputs is created
 �w, ��wireshark          Open up the test in wireshark
 ��help                   Show this message and exit.

Commands:
 scan      Perform a scan operation
 transmit  Perform a transmission operation

Components

GNU Radio flowgraphs, such as
IEEE 802.11 and 802.15.4
transceivers and RF metadata
parsers like RFTap, which can be
controlled directly from within
Snout.

scapy-radio, which adds GNU Radio
compatibility to the packet
manipulation library scapy and can
be used as an abstraction layer for
packet transcoding.

Special-purpose SDR software, such
as Xianjun Jiao’s BTLE toolkit,
which can provide general-purpose
controllers and input/output
interfaces to low-level processes.

Results

• Zigbee Touchlink vulnerability
detection

• BTLE enumeration and passive
device property extraction.

• Dockerized variant for ease of use
and adaptability.

Additional Information

• Snout is soon to be released on
GitHub as open-source

• Snout is still in active development
• More protocals are planned to be

added to the tool
• The design is extensible and not

limited to only gnuradio applications
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Contact Information

• Web: https://snout.tools/
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